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now girl, but it won't be long until you'll be
like the rest of us!''
The sad thing about this story is that it is
true, it really happened. I sometimes wonder
where some Christians are coming from.
What are we trying to communicate to others
about Christianity?
What is real Christian joy? It is several
things:
A Joyful Attitude! The Christian can have
a positive outlook about every day because it
is the day the Lord has made so we can rejoice
and be glad in it. (Psalm 118:24)

Her hair was still dripping wet. She had just
?een born again, and was overfilled with great
Joy as she was hugged and congratulated
by her new brothers and sisters in Christ. It
was a wonderful occasion.
One older lady who had been watching the
whole thing from the back of the auditorium
could stand it no longer. She worked her
way towards the young girl and confronted
her with these words: "I know you're happy

A Joyful Look! We can communicate so
much to the world by our countenance. The
best way to expose the joy in our heart is to
express it on our face! (Proverbs 15:13)
A Joyful Life! The world needs to see us in
action. They need to see how we live; how we
deal with our problems and trials. (James
1:2) Christians are to let others see them
leaning on the Lord.

Danny C. Hall
Troy, TN
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From
The

Editor. • •
''In everything give thanks; for this is the
will of God in Christ Jesus concerning you"
(I Th_ess. 5:18). A poem that has been my
favorite for years is entitled "The World Is
Mine." It emphasizes in a unique way how
blessed indeed we all are. I do not know the
author of this beautiful work. Surely it is from
one with a keen insight and a gracious heart.
Even if it is quite familiar to you try and read
it with freshness.

Today upon a bus I saw a lovely maiden
with golden hair;
I envied her, she seemed so happy I
wished I were as fair.
When suddenly she arose to leave, I saw
her hobble down the aisle.
She had one foot and wore a crutch but
as she passed, a smile.
0 God, forgive me when I whine, I have
two feet, the world is mine.
And when I stopped to buy some sweets,
the lad who sold them had such charm.
I talked with him, he said to me, "It's
nice to talk with folks like you,
You see," he said, "I'm blind." 0 God,
Forgive me when I whine, I have two eyes,
the world is mine.
Then walking down the street, I saw a
child with eyes of blue.
He stood and watched the others play; it
seemed he knew not what to do.
I stopped a moment then I said, ''Why
don't you join the others dear?"
He looked ahead without a word, and then
I knew, he could not hear.
0 God, forgive me when I whine; I have
two ears, the world is mine.
NOVEMBER 1984

With feet to take me where I'd go, with
eyes to see the sunset's glow,
With ears to hear what I would know
0 God, forgive me when I whine.
'
I'm blessed indeed, the world is mine!
''In everything, give thanks ... ••

-JMS

THE POWER OF PASSIVE PREACHING

P~edators often mesmerize their prey,
makmg their kill with little or no resistance.
Such practice takes time and patience. Eve fell
victim to this ploy, and mankind has been
following suit ever since. Passiveness in our
pulpits sounds great-no
one is really disturbed by this type of preaching. Wrong
conduct is not challenged nor rebuked (we
must not step on anyone's feelings). Souls
are at ease in Zion (the church), and as long
as the preacher makes one ''feel good about
himself'' everything is fine. The sad fact
about all this is that it is true about more and
more of our pulpits. And, what is worse, those
~ho challenge the expediency of such preachmg are branded as "negative," or "legalists"
or such like.
The process of mesmerization is well under
way in the church. More often than not, those
who practice passive preaching are upheld
as models because of the popularity of their
approach. They are reaching the hearts of the
weak since they are preaching what the weak
want to hear. Before long, the kill is made and
the victim never knew of the danger in the first
place. Paul says of such that they are ''deceitful workers!·· Dare any of us to label Paul as
a legalist, negative, conservative, etc.? Be
not deceived: Great is the power of passive
preaching. Beware!
Eddie Whitten
via Merced, CA
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Serendipity
"Serendipity" is one of those quaint words
that looks and sounds old-fashioned, but it
is still used today. Webster's says it means,
••... finding valuable or agreeable things not
sought for. '' One of the best examples of
serendipity happened to a businessman who
owned a slaughterhouse. The times were
tough. People started eating a lot less beef.
He was facing financial ruin until a phone call
came with this question, "Do you have any
hides for sale?" He had truck-loads of hidesforgotten in a warehouse! What a serendipity!
Ralph Waldo Emerson said, "Columbus,
looking for a direct route to Asia, stubbed his
toe on America.'' Alexander Graham Bell
accidentally found the breakthrough which
gave us the telephone.
Each one of these men was searching for
something else when they stumbled across the
tre~ures they found.
In an entire world of people who are blindly
groping for peace of mind, it's interesting and
ironic that those who have truly found the
contented, fulfilled, satisfied life are those who
were actually searching for something elseChrist !
The true Christian has learned that, in
putting Christ first in his life, he has discovered the wonderful serendipity of happiness.
Jesus said, "He that findeth his life s'hall
lose it; and he that loseth his life for my sake
shall find it. '' (Matt. 10:39)
Randall Gray
via Lakewood Bulletin
Montgomery, AL

The best way to forget your own
problem is to help someone solve
his.

TWO FUNERALS
I went to two funerals last week ... and they
were quite different. Actually, I went to one
funeral and the other one was brought to
me.
. ~bile I wa~ in Northwest Arkansas preachmg m a meetmg, Ralph Dockery died of canc~r and was buried in a short ceremony,
witnessed by a few of his brethren, friends,
and family members. You probably didn't
hear about it.
The other funeral was that of a famous
movie actor. It was in every news report on
TV'. all the papers, the magazine racks, and
radio programs. I saw dozens of flash-backs
about his life, heard him praised by scores of
commentators, and watched thousands turned away from his burial. Richard Burton was
dead.
As I sat at Brother Dockery's funeral I
thought of the unfairness of it all. Here was
a man who had stayed married to his only
wife for over 30 years. He had faithfully
fulfilled his responsibilities to his children.
He had served Christ, and his fellowman
all ~i~ adult_life. He had been a good example
of citizenship, and held high moral principles.
Yet, who cared to share these truths with
the world?
On the other hand, a man who was known
for his drug abuse, immoral behavior marriage escapades, lack of concern for sta~dards,
and decadent movie productions, had caused
the whole world to stop and pay him tribute
and honor.
Then, as if anticipating my frustration and
resentment of this unfair situation, the voice
from the pulpit read the words of Psalm
116:15, "Precious in the sight of the Lord is
the death of his saints. '' And all of a sudden
I realized WHO had attended THIS funeral,
and how fortunate a saint is to have God, and
the hosts of heaven, present when they are
laid to rest. Who could ask for a better funeral I
BULLETIN
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Bill E. Smith
via Bethany, OK
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tJJianllsuioing
I have watched the career of one of our
members with great admiration. His upward
mobility was not surprising in light of his sharp
wit, attractive appearance, and strong energy.
However, I was taken back a few Sundays ago
when I asked, "How is it going?" and he
replied, "Oh, I guess all right." If there is
any response that can chill my enthusiasm
faster, I don't know what it is. Then I passed
another precious member, a single with tremendous talent and energy and I asked,
hopefully, "How are you this morning?"
She responded, "Well, I'm here." I suppose
there might be some who feel there is some
virtue, that it is a sign of courage and strength
to these admissions of passivity toward life
that are really just one step away from surrendering.
It reminds me of a conversation between a
couple of executives. One looked rather glum,
so his friend said, "How have you been
doing?" "Oh, pretty good ... under the circumstances," was the reply. "Well," the inquirer
jested, ''why don't you get out from under the
circumstances?''
How do we keep ourselves from getting
down? There is no simple answer. Much depends upon physical strength, the example of
our parents, the atmosphere in which we
were raised. But if there is a key to not being
depressed more than a few times in a lifetime,
it comes to mind a special way this month.
The best advice I've ever found came from
the inspired writer Paul, who said, "Rejoice
always!" Now, he didn't say be happy all the
time, but he spoke of a deep-seated confidence. In fact, you could literally translate
the suggestion from the Greek language as a
recommendation to be like a bubbling brook.
Not only does Paul tell us what we should
be, but he then tells us how when he says,
''In everything give thanks. '' This is the key,
for you cannot be thankful and depressed in
the same mind at the same time.
BULLETIN DIGEST

Hans Selye, one of the most respected
authorities on stress and distress in our times,
has said that gratitude is the healthiest of
emotions. But it's one we too frequently
ignore. Since World War II, we have been
taught in the United States to expect too much
and to be thankful too seldom. We have come
to believe that the definition of United States
citizenship is that you deserve the good
life whether you earn it, work for it, pay for
it, or have it given to you. And we have set
aside ONE day a year to be thankful for it.
I am haunted by a television show broadcast
years ago when the master of ceremonies gave
boxes of candy to the contestants. They didn't
know it, but for everyone who said thank you
there would be an extra $500. The emcee
gave out seven boxes of candy before a girl
said thank you.
If Selye is right-as I believe he is- Thanksgiving must be more than a holiday. It must be
a daily practice. In reality, when I'm saying
thank you I'm saying that I'm not self-sufficient. It curbs my ego and brings me down to
size, it makes me dependent without abdicating my own responsibility, and most of all,
it gives me joy. I've learned to be thankful
for nothing less nor greater than the privilege
of living.
If we wait until we think we have enough to
be thankful for, we will probably never be
thankful. We should never let the things we
can't have or don't have or shouldn't have
spoil our enjoyment of things we do have and
can have. As we value our happiness, let us
not forget it. One of the greatest lessons on
life is learning to be happy without the things
we cannot or should not have.
We come to a month that should remind us
that if we want to enjoy life, be enthusiastic,
have that illusive charisma, the secret is in
this: •'In every thing give thanks. '' THANKSGIVING... a daily holiday for all Christians!
BULLIETIN
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Gary Beauchamp
Dallas, TX
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PRAYERFILLED
DECISIONS

man who is seeking to minister to his wife who
is drowning in depression. Prayer is for the
single person who aches for others' understanding and love. Prayer is for the young
person who stands at a crossroad and trembles
at the thought of deciding. Prayer is for
people.
Look carefully at Jesus' way of praying and
life begins to make sense.
Steve Yates
Tyler, TX

''In these days he went out into the hills
to pray; and all night he continued in prayer
to God. And when it was day, he called his
disciples, and chose from them twelve, whom
he named apostles." Luke 6:12,13 RSV

In this scene, Jesus demonstrates the key
point of contact between important decisions
and communication with God our Father.
In the seclusion of those Palestinian hills
Jesus brought his most crucial needs and
concerns before the Father-his
choosing of
the twelve would make the difference between
a flourishing church outlined in Luke's history
of jJie First Century church or a movement
without direction and leadership.
Jesus clearly modeled the importance of
filling our lives with prayer.
Attempting to be a follower of Jesus without
knowing the critical place of prayer, is something like a person setting sail across the
Pacific with no knowledge of the sail mechanism. Prayer is not a panacea; it's not a spiritual
stimulant; it's not even an easy 1-2-3 step
process to perpetual happiness-it is difficu~t
at times; it demands openness and trust; tt
is a place where all our masks and protectives
can be stripped away; it is a blessing to those
who fill their hearts with hope through the
intimacy with God they receive.
Prayer is for parents with teenage people in
their family. Prayer is for the wile who wants
to hang on to and love a husband who is a
raving "Middle-age crazy." Prayer is for the

MYBROTHER
Norman Flynn has just returned from the
mission field of South Africa and is now
associate minister at Rainbow Drive (Gadsden,
AL). He brought back a story of one of our
WBS converts we believe you will find enjoyable.
The young man's name is Buti Johannes
Molefe, and he was truly converted, now an
active, evangelistic Christian. We should
tell you he is a black man. He asked his Attalla
WBS teacher for a donation to help him hold
a gospel meeting in his community.
Well, the teacher responded with a small
personal check sent to Buti. South African
society views a young black man with a check
from America with some suspicion. When
Buti took the check to the bank in Johannesburg for cashing, the white teller asked,
"Where did you get this check?"
Buti replied, "From my brother in America."
"Oh," asked the teller, "You have a brother
in America.''
"Yes," said Buti, enjoying the moment with
a big smile, "and he's white, tool"
He got his money.
via Attala, AL

BULLETIN DIGEST
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SHE COULDN'T ... BUT SHE DID!
Under the caption, "Mother Couldn't Swim,
But She Does and Saves Daughter," a newspaper item not long ago told how a 23-year
old mother who could not swim a stroke plunged into the 12 foot deep Byram River in Greenwich, Connecticut, and rescued her drowning
two-year old daughter.
Many times people say that this or that
can't be done, when actually they've never
tried to do it. They're something like the young
man who, when asked why he didn't go into
the field of education, replied, "Oh, it's too
hard to get a job as a teacher." "Did you ever
try?" he was asked. "Why, no," was the
answer: "I'm going by what people tell me."
Many people who could be outstanding
saints are not because they have forced themselves to believe that they could not be.
There are those who could make excellent
teachers who never try to teach a lesson.
Neither do they take advantage of the opportunities that are offered to learn because they
have convinced themselves that they could
not do it. Many who could make successful
personal workers never try to encourage
or save a soul because they do not believe they
can do that kind of work. They admire those
who are doing it but refuse to try because
they know they.can't do it.
Some of the •most successful people in the
world are those who thought they could never
succeed but were willing to try. I have known
several preachers who developed into good
preachers who were told they would never
make it. Some of them were told this by those
from whom they expected encouragement.
But they had the will to win. They refused to
refuse to try. It is amazing what can be done
by those who will try.
I could name several churches today that
are doing great works for the Lord that would
never have done much had some people had
their way.
NOVEMBER 1984

I am thinking now of a church that succeeded
in doing a big work in spite of some who should
have been helping. Those who made possible
the success this church now enjoys worked
in the face of many difficulties, and
refused to listen to those who prophesied
defeat. They tried and they won.
We cannot be critical of a person who tries
and fails, but we can not· have much faith in
one who predicts defeat and never tries . . .
It is amazing what the Lord will do for the
person who's willing to try!
BULLETIN~
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Cleon Lyles
via Corinth, MS
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In this feature In previous Issues we have
seen how small children often have misunderstandings which we usually find humorous.
Carol Reed of Forest, Mississippi tells about
her small son's misunderstanding of a song
and Its application which we are sure you wlll
enjoy.
"When our son Tim was about three years
old, one day he was singing "Beautiful Robes
Alright." I explained to him that the words of
the song were "Beautiful Robes of White"
and that they meant that when we got to heaven
we would wear beautiful white robes.
He looked at me and very emphatically
said, "I'm not; I'm taking my pajamas!"

Share with us some amusing or embarrassing incident of a religious nature and if we print it we'tl
give you a six-month's subscription or extension to
BULLETIN DIGEST. Send all items to: BULLE11N
DIGEST, HC-69, Box 29A, Anselmo, NE 68813
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l'VE BEEN WATCHING THEM.
THEY'RE GOOD PEOPLE.
I recently studied with and baptized a young
married man who said he'd lived a pretty rough
life. He said he'd done almost everything
sinful there is to do except commit murder.
But he has changed his life. All those sins
are now forgiven. He attributed his desire to
change to the learning of the gospel. But it is
interesting that he did not first begin to learn
the gospel from studying the Bible or even
from listening to my preaching. He first
learned it in the lives of two Christians he'd
been watching. They were his father-in-law
and his sister-in-law.
He related to me how impressed he had
been over the years with the good life of his
father-in-law. He watched him in his relationship with his family, friends, and neighbors.
He saw his humble, Godly spirit and compassion for others. He watched him as he
attended EVERY service of the Lord's church
and.Aashe was involved in the work of the Lord.
Even though he at times rebelled, he took
note of the efforts his father-in-law made to
invite him to worship and encouraged him to
study his Bible and do what was right. Those
things finally came home.
His sister-in-law had a tremendous impact
on him, too. After having been unfaithful,
she came back to the Lord a couple of years
ago. Since then she has been active, faithful,
and hard-working in the Kingdom, even when
her husband is not. Her efforts impressed her
brother-in-law. He said he saw in her a dedication that was genuine; he hates hypocrisy!
Based on the good example of these two
(and maybe other Christians), he decided that
there was something after all to Christianity.
He is now a Christian.
Did these lovely Christians know what
effect they were having on another person?
One was totally surprised when told her life

had been carefully scrutinized. We never know
who is watching us and the way we live. You
have someone watching You! How are you
living? Will they be saved or lost because of
You?
Ronnie A Missildine
via Auburn, AL

SPOTLIGHTING
A NEED
WORLD WIDE BIBLE STUDY

World Wide Bible Study, a correspondence
school conducted under the elders of the Littleton, Colorado church of Christ offers free Bible
correspondence courses in national publications.
The average cost of enrolling each student
and sending them the lessons Is now at $4.00,
making it a very low-cost way of taking the
gospel to the world. For example, the offer of
Free Bible Courses can be made to a mllllon
readers in TV Gulde magazine for $560.00,
an ad which will enroll 300 to 400 new students.
From this group 8 to 10 will normally be baptized after the first study course with more
being baptized later during the additional
courses offered.
The congregation has a trained staff capable
of handling more students, waiting only for
additional funds to pay for ads, lessons and
postage.
For this reason, the Littleton elders are
seeking other congregations and Individuals to
help them expand this very effective evangelistic effort. All program "overhead" costs are
being paid by Littleton, so 100% of all additional funds go to pay for ads, lessons, and postage.
If you wish to help with this good work, fill
In the coupon below and mall it to these
brethren.
I/We want to support World Wide Bible Study Program as follows:
□ Cash

donation of$_
□ Monthly pledge of$ __
D Send information on program
Send your name and address to:
Littleton Church of Christ, World Wide Bible Study·,
P. 0. Box 10571, Denver, CO 8021_0

BULLETIN DIGEST
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We learn from this beautiful word picture.
Man was not meant to live a low life of sin and
to set his sights on the ground. Christianity
gives a loftiness to life. The height of sight
seems to characterize the followers of Jesus.
•'Set your mind on the things above, not on
the things that are on earth·· (Colossians 3:2).
·'But lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven,
where neither moth nor rust destroys, and
where thieves do nut break in or steal;·· (Matt.
6:20). •·1 press on toward the goal for the
prize of the upward call of God in Christ Jesus"
(Philippians 3:14).

ToSoar
As Eagles
The eagle is the national emblem of the
United States. It is a big bird with broad wings
and strong feet. The eagle flies very high,
and even their nests are high off the ground in
inaccessible places. Isaiah compared the
righteous person to the flight of an eagle.
•'But they that wail upon the Lord shall renew
their strength; they shall mount up with wings
as eagles, ... "(Isaiah 40:31).

Soaring high allows us to see things
spective, to get a feel for the larger
and to understand the really important
of life. Let's concentrate on the higher
Do we look for the stars or the dirt?
"mount up with wings as eagles.··
BULLETIN
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One Year Mter
One year ago our oldest son, Joe B., was
killed in a car accident. What has happened in
my life during this year? How do I feel one
year later? What have people done to help?
Can people still help? What can they say to
the bereaved a year later?
I have gone through many deaths of friends
and loved ones, including mother, father, two
brothers and a very beloved father-in-law.
None of these compare to the death of a son
who had just begun to mature and blossom.
The only thing harder would be the death of
my wife.
One goes through several stages in such a
loss. First, was the shock of seeing the police
and the beloved Reids standing at the door
waiting to break the tragic message. Second,
was the period of unreality-when
loving
Christians gathered to share our great sorrow.
What a blessing! Yet, as Mary Lou said,
"M~ybe when these good people go home, it
will all go away, and Joe B. will come smiling
through the doorway as he did nearly every
day." Third, came those hours of preparation
for the funeral and burial. And, no matter how
nice the funeral director tries to be, he almost
represents the enemy-he's
going to finally
take your son away.
Fourth, everyone has gone. They have a
life of their own to live. We're alone with the
reality of death. Fifth, the letters and cards
keep coming, bringing a blessing, but also
memories that bring more tears. Then you can
cry no more. Sixth, then, in our case, there
were so many songs that reminded us of Joe.
We shed silent tears through many a beautiful
song. Seventh, oh, yes, we are blessed. Our
son was a Christian. He always seemed to be
more attuned to heavenly things than the
social things of this life. So, we rejoice in our
sorrow. Eighth, he always loved to have the
family together, and he especially loved
Christmas for this reason. And though our

Christmas was busy with relatives yet the days
after had depressing memories. Mary Lou
was not even able to put up the decorations
for three weeks after the holiday season.
Ninth, there have been intermittent times of
memory flashes and tears-the hardest being
his birthday.
Tenth, now it is one year later and even the
memory of Alicia (hurricane, August, 1983)
calls back to us our last special family time
together. In fact, the last time we saw him
alive was when he finished stacking up all the
hurricane debris in our back yard and went
home to get a shower and get ready for a
special evening at Westbury Christian Schools.

There are times I dread to pass by that
corner at Alston and Eldridge Roads. I can
still see the ambulance pass going to the
scene of the wreck. And I can still see the crash
scene as I passed by, but decided not to stop
because traffic was already tied up till I
couldn't even see what kind of car had been
wrecked. And then, there are times I want to
stop and just explore the ditch where the car
landed-I
might even find some momento
of his left behind.
Yes, this is the week that will live in our
memory. No, we wouldn't bring Joe B. back,
but we do still hurt at times and long for his
hug and joyous smile. His memory is all that
we have for now and this will bring joy to our
lives for as long as we remain on earth. And
heaven is a lot nearer and dearer now because
one of our very own has gone on to prepare
a welcome and homecoming feast for us.
Mary Lou some day will be able to write a
more graphic story, but at present it is too
hard for her to do.
I write these things so that you may know
and understand in case this may happen to
you (as it already has to some), or so that you
may better know the feelings of the friends
you may be called upon to help in the future.
Let me leave you with some suggestions for
(continued on next page)
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helping others in such a crisis.

..

1. Remember, there are some things you
can't do as much as you would like. You have
your life to live, and some things just must
be borne alone by those who have lost a loved
one.

Positively
Negative

2. Just be there, when you can.
3. Sometimes there are no adequate wordsbutjust a hug means so much.
4. Let the grieving ones talk about the past.
There comes a time when it is healthier to put
it behind, but during the first weeks it is
healthy to talk. Thanks for listening!

Most of us like positive preaching more than
negative preaching. And the positive is important-just
as important as the negative. But
the negative is important, too--just as important as the positive! The Bible contains some
mighty important negative statements:
"He that believeth no1 shall be damned. "
(Mark 16:16)

5. There will be other times along the way
that a mother especially needs to do some
reminiscing.

•'Except ye repent, ye shall all likewise
perish. ··(Luke 13:3)

6. Don't be afraid to mention things about
the deceased. Good memories are precious
in the weeks and years to come.

"Whosoever shall deny me before men,
him will I also deny before my father which
is in heaven. '· (Matthew 10:33)

7. Cards with just a word or two, or as many
as you like, are more appreciated than you
can imagine.

''Except a man be born of water and of
the Spirit he cannot enter into the kingdom
of God. "(John 3:5)

8. Prayers and Bible readings are most
meaningful during periods of great grief.

It is easy to get hung up on one side or
another of this "positive vs. negative" argument. Such a one would do well to read the
Scriptures and see how many Biblical statements are positive . . . and how many are
negative ... and how many are both positive
and negative!

Joe McKissick

Sugarland, TX

BUDGET
BOOK PRINTING
Let us give you an estimate on printing your
Tracts, Booklets, Books, and other printed
material.
JIM MARTIN PRINTING
602 N. Elm, Sesser, IL 62884
Pl1. 618-625-5669
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By such a study we may avoid the paradox
of being positively against anything negative!
W. T. Hamilton
via Little Rock, AR

Move away from temptation and
leave no forwarding address.
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THEOLOGICAL
THEATRICS

Preachers of the gospel need to be trained
in public relations but not to the point of
becoming smiling tacticians skilled in the art
of making sinners feel comfortable in their
sins.
BULLETIN
DIGEST

Paul Southern
via Allen Park, MI

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT

The Christian life is built on eternal truth,
not on fantasies and illusions. It is not an
immaginative dramatic production,
since
everything about the gospel system is entirely
realistic.
When the church becomes unsure of the
truth, it loses whatever desire it has to spread
the gospel. It separates itself from involvement
in the real needs of people. There is always
the temptation for the church to isolate itself
behind cloistered walls and imitate society's
cultures.
The theater concept of religion is a poor
substitute for New Testament Christianity.
The "collective unconscious" rubs off on the
church and the members become purveyors
of saccharine sentimentality. It is easy for
worldly ideas and activities to creep in among
us when human tradition replaces inspired
truth.
The gospel is God's power to save (Rom.
1:16), and the authority of the word, more than
ever before, must be expressed both in preaching and practice (cf. Acts 1:1; II Tim. 4:1-8).
The church in the twentieth century is often
better organized than it is pulpitized.

The Lord's day is my tower of strength. It
is the day for soul refreshment. In moments
of quiet meditation, I have often asked myself,
''How long would strength remain in my heart
if it were not for the soul-rewarding worship of
the Lord's day?" How wise my heavenly
Father was to provide this day for his children.
It is this time that God has especially planned and provided spiritual food for my hungry
soul. This hour is too important to be consumed
with the trivial non-essential. It is not the
time for entertainment. We need instruction
on how to overcome temptation, reassurance
of God's love and providence, and a brief
glimpse again of the glory of the Father's
house.
I do not ask that the message be easy, only
that it be true. Let God's man point my way
to duty, and let me be wise enough to follow
it. Let the message lay bare my sins, and let
me be humble enough to repent. Grant that
the messenger may never lose courage to
faithfully rebuke my sins, or otherwise it may
destroy me forever. If there is sin in my life,
may he know that he has not been true to my
eternal interest until he has discovered it for
me and helped me to find cleansing.
J.LeFan
via Childersburg, AL

It is the soil in the parable that
failed-not the seed.
BULLETIN DIGEST
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that build, develop potentials, create, produce
and inspire mankind. The only way our life
can have meaning is for the world to be a better
place because we lived. The person who serves
and inspires mankind is God's ideal and the
Bible is his service manual. This is Christianity.
Troy Stafford
Tulsa, OK

~I

It concerns me that society's values seem
to be moving toward a Mediterranean value
system. That is, consumption and destruction
are the only goals worth pursuing. This mentality is cheap, selfish, crude and inconsiderate. It is completely at odds with the book of
Proverbs and Christian principles. Our media
is a constant diet of admiring consumption
and destruction. The main character usually
has exceptional abilities for consuming and/ or
destroying. Example: chase scenes-bent
fenders are good but a fiery crash is sheer
delight. Example: gun fights-killing is okay
but blowing them away with a shotgun at close
range (hopefully slow motion) is real satisfaction. "Dallas", "Dynasty", etc., excel in
the art of conspicuous consumption. Soap
operas specialize in consuming and destroying people via bed-hopping, manipulations
and breaking up homes. Wars have the setting for mindboggling consumption (our budget is $200 million annually) and destruction
(we can destroy the world five times without
reloading).
Standing room only in a Roman arena to
watch a famous gladiator eaten by lions is
really no different than Penthouse magazine
being sold out as they obliterate Miss America.
Christians must seek goals and role models

..'

...

------------KILLTHESPIDER
A deacon called on frequently to pray at
prayer meeting always concluded his prayer,
"And, now, Lord, clean all the cobwebs out of
our lives." You know what he was talking
about, all the little unsightly words, thoughts,
and deeds, that he had let accumulate all
week. Finally it got to be too much for one of
the brethren who had heard him say that prayer
often. So on Wednesday night, Just after
hearing those words again, he jumped to his
feet and shouted, "Don't do It, Lord. KIii the
spider!"
BULLETIN~
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Three UnusualDays
Meeting
Increase Weekly Contribution 30%
Jerry L. Cantrell
(305) 631-8958
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'·o give

thanks to the Lord, for he is good. ''
(Psalms 107: 1)

Ingratitude is a horrible thing. It's one of
the hazards of abundance. Israel repeatedly
rejected God-always in times of great prosperity, never in times of poverty.

11Go@
Do~Goll@IT
0□dJ@

•
No Wonder

Moses issued a "news release" announcing
their inheritance of the promised land. They
would have "goodly cities" and "houses full
of all good things.'' To people whose eyes
were red from the irritation of wilderness dust,
whose nostrils were filled with the stench of
polluted streams, and whose minds were tormented with memories of forty years of aimless
wandering, the news was unbelievably good.
Moses' heart must have been pounding
and his eyes stinging with tears of happiness.
Yet,-.he felt compelled to warn his people of
the danger of abundance: " ... when thou shalt
have eaten and be full; then beware lest thou
forget the Lord'' (Deuteronomy 6:11,12).
They didn't follow his advice. Nor have we.
Strange as it may seem, prosperity and gratitude seldom occupy the same room. Never
have people had so much. Yet, we Americans
are constant complainers.
It's an unusual man who pauses to "give
thanks to the Lord. •• How ungrateful we must
seem to Jehovah. Listen! "Thou shalt remember the Lord thy God: for it is he that giveth
thee power to get wealth'' (Deuteronomy 8:18).
It doesn't matter how full life may have filled
our fortunate hands; if we are ungrateful we
reside on spiritual "skid row." With our lips
and by our lives let us express our gratitude
to God.
BULLETIN~
DIGEST~

Joe B. Barnett
Lubbock, TX

Johnny was gazing at his one-day old brother
who lay squealing and yelling in his crib.
''Did he come from heaven?'' asked Johnny.
"Yes, dear."
"No wonder they put him out."

Little Tight
A man was having a terrible time with dizzy
spells. No one could tell him what to do about
It. He went from doctor to doctor, but they were
all baffled by his predicament. They tried
various medicines and treatments, but nothing
helped. Meanwhile, the dizzy spells were
affecting the man's health severly. He was
losing weight and strength. He was losing hope
that he would ever recover. Finally, having lost
the wlll to llve, he began making preparations
for his death. He visited an undertaker, bought
a cemetery lot, drew up his last wlll and testament, and then went to a men's shop to buy a
new set of clothes to be burled In. When he
asked to see some size 15 shirts, the clerk
said, "But sir, your neck measures a size
16½." "no, 15," the man Insisted. "I always
wear a size 15." To which the clerk replied,
"But If you wear a size 15, you wlll get dizzy
spells."

Not Our Dog
Sign on the front gate of a home in Florida:
We Are Vegetarians, But Our Dog Isn't.

Where They Go
The teacher asked a little boy, "Do you know
where boys go who do not put their Sundayschool money Into the collection plate?" The
young man said, "Yes'm, to the movies."

BULLETIN DIGEST
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We, like the psalmist, cannot substitute
worship, soul winning, Bible teaching or
alms giving for true genuine repentance.
We must face Jesus as we face our sins and
with a broken heart sue for loving favor.
(Ps. 51:1-2)

v

,

i~

r,
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Perhaps the reason our faith is fatigued;
the world is so enticing; church work is so
uninviting and the worship service is so boring
is that we have lost our Lord. Oh, how many of
us need to fall in love with Jesus again and
recapture that lingering loyalty that was once
our coat of arms I

, THE
DOOR''
Revelation 3:20

BULLETIN
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Harold G. Taylor
Lubbock, TX
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"-----

The church needs to face Christ. He is the
central issue; we must settle with Him.
Christ's plea to closed hearts that needed
opening was not directed to crusty sinners on
the bowery, but to slipping saints who had
lost their grip on Jesus. (Rev. 3: 17)
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Christianity is not basically about doctrine,
words or an institution-but
about Christ.
Jesus is the key to the scriptures, our labors
and our love. Remove our Lord as the object
of our faith and love and we will fossilize.
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David was not instructed to play on his harp
after he committed the scarlet sin. Rather,
God reached for his heart, as David petitioned,
''Create within me a clean heart. '' (Ps. 51: 10)
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Real renewal is not accomplished by grandiose programs, upping our allocations for
missions or paying off the debt on the meeting
house. As important as these might be-real
revival only occurs through REPENTANCE.
We must turn or burn; repent or be removed.
The Ephesian church was charged to repent
in these words: "Remember therefore, from
whence thou art fallen, and REPENT, and do
the first works; or else I will come unto thee
quickly, and will remove thy candlestick
out of his place, except thou repent. '· (Rev.
2:5)
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ICARE
DO IT-THEN
Years ago, when folk traveled in horses
and buggies, a man's wagon got stuck in the
ditch and he could not get it out. Before long,
a stranger came by and stopped and worked
with the man until he was back on the road.
The man offered to pay the other for his help,
but he refused, to which he said, "I want you
to know I really appreciate your stopping to
help me when I could not help myself, and I
want to say that if I'm ever driving down the
road and I come upon you and you are stuck
in a ditch, I promise to stop and do everything
I can to get you back up on the road. And if
I can't do that, I'll promise you this ... I'll climb
up and sit beside you until help does come.''
Just what does it mean-to care? Well, it
involves breaking out of the circle of egocentricity and making our own lives a resource
to others. It is saying to another person, "I
want you to know that what happens to you
makes a difference to me.''
~ the heart of the Christian message is that
God cares for us. As we go forth proclaiming
this message we conclude that to care is not
only feeling or saying, but doing.
Ken Dye
Lubbock, TX

READTHISWITHYOURHEART
If the basic Christian thesis is true, and Jesus
is the Son of God, then you can never be the
same after your discovery as you were before.
You cannot flt Jesus at the end of a microscope
or at the end of a telescope and say, "How interesting!" Jesus Christ is not interesting. He
is profoundly, morally, and spiritually disturbing and challenging. If there is anybody who
forces us to get off the fence and to enter the
field of moral commitment, it is Jesus Christ.
If He is God, He deserves our worship, not just
our patronage-not
just our admiration, but
our adoration.

II---
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TALK ABOUT IT

Do you remember your childhood
scraps? I do. One boy would threaten
"I'm going to whip you." He'd rant and
rave about the destruction he planned to
wreak. Then the other boy would take
the challenge: "Do it-then talk about
it!"
Ben-Hadad was the bully. He sent
word to Ahab: When I get through with
Samaria there won't be a handful of dust
left. Ahab's response was plain enough:
''One who puts on his armor should not
boast like one who takes it off. '' In other
words: Do it-then talk about it! (see
II Kings 20:10,11)
Do it-then talk about it! There's a
good lesson there. For all his talk, the
bully Ben-Hadad was whipped. Hasn't
that been the story countless times?
Big words are impressive, but if you can't
back them up you wind up eating them.
You know folks like that. Maybe you've
been one. I know I've been one. I've
made big plans-and told others about
them. But when all was said and done,
more was said than done. My performance just didn't measure up to my plans.
Talking is just no substitute for doing.
Talking about discipleship is no substitute for discipleship. Talking,about evangelism is no substitute for evangelism.
You can apply that to any area of Christian living: praying, singing, giving,
attending, studying, visiting-whatever.
Talking is no substitute for doing.
So whenever you're tempted to talk
about what you're "going to do", remember what Ahab said to Ben-Hadad:
Do it-then talk about it!
Dale Wells
Demmitt, TX

John R.W. Stott
via Vancouver, WA
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LOOKThere has been a PRICE REDUCTION in the Popular King James
Version/Simple English New Testament.
The publisher has reduced the price $2.00! Now, get this great
new Parallel Bible for only $12.95 plus 10% for postage.

r------------------------------7
Please send __
copies of KJV /SEB at S12.95 plus 10% postage.

I

Amount enclosed S

I
:

1

I

NAM __________

I CITY__________
I

ADDRESS---------:
STATE._______

ZIP___

I

I
I
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THE PRAYING HANDS
Countless people have admired the painting
known as "The Praying Hands." I thought you
might appreciate this masterpiece even more
if you knew the story behind it.
Back in the fifteenth century two young art
students, Albrecht Durer and Franz Knigstein, were working as laborers to earn money
to continue their art studies. The work was
long and hard, leaving them little time to
study art.
Because of their struggles they finally
agreed to draw lots and let the loser support
them both while the winner continued to study.
Albrecht won. If and when he attained success,
he agreed to support Franz so that he too could
finish his studies.

NOVEMBER 1984

After Albrecht achieved success he returned
to keep his \}argain with Franz. He soon discovered the enormous sacrifice his friend had
made for him. As Franz had worked at hard
labor his fingers had become twisted and
stiff. His long slender fingers and sensitive
hands had been ruined for life. He could no
longer manage the delicate brush strokes
so necessary to execute fine paintings. In
spite of the price he had paid, Franz was not
bitter. He was happy that his friend Albrecht
had attained success.
One day Albrecht saw his loyal friend kneeling, his rough and gnarled hands entwined in
silent prayer. Albrecht sketched his friends
hands. From this sketch he later completed
a truly great masterpiece. He gave it the
simple but moving title, •'The Praying
Hands.''
Byron Nichols
via Harrison, AR
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I JUST LOOKED
AROUND AND
THEY WERE
GONE
0 I for afalconer's voice
To lure this tassle-gentle back again
Juliet from Romeo and Juliet

Going through an album of pictures can be
an enlightening and heart warming experience. It is always a glimpse back in time. Can
it be that this one so little is now so grown?
Can it be that so many baby teeth have passed
into the hands of the tooth fairy or that so many
grades have been passed or that she is now too
big to be carried about? So our hearts speak to
us and yearn somewhat to be able not to just
look at the bygone but to, for a moment, relive
it. But, our hearts are painfully aware, this is
notto be.
Only those who have had children, and
watc_bed them transform know, truly, the
meaning of Paul's, "making the most of time,
because the days are evil. " (Ephesians 5:16)
Time is evil. It is relentless. It marches on
without mercy. It has no regard for our dreams,
our foibles, our detours in life. We gray regardless of how we spend our days. Kids grow
from babies to men in the time it takes for us to
get our careers settled and to know exactly
where we want to be ourselves. Then, when
we are finally ready to be the kinds of fathers
and mothers we ought to be, they are launching out on their own.
They are like clay hardening in the sun;
they are molded and set before we have the
time to learn how to mold them as we would
have liked. So, we are reduced to the chagrin
and humility of having to beg forgiveness of
our children for saying the wrong things, for
the bumbles and fumbles we've made along
the way, for being too harsh or too lenient.

And we just hope that they can somehow understand that what has been a lifetime for them
has sped by in front of us. We didn't mean for
them to grow up so fast. We just looked around
and they were gone.
Carson Stephens
Houston, TX

SOME
CHALLENGING
STATISTICS
The Evangelical German Alliance (12/8/83)
reported that a third of the world's population
lives in atheist countries; and that the highest
rate of increase among atheists occurs in
the WEST: 8.5 million more atheists every
year! By 1980, atheism had become the
official state doctrine in 30 nations I
The paper, Moments With Mission, quotes
the World Christian Encyclopedia as reporting
that 46% of the world's population-250
billion persons-have
an annual per capita
income of $235; and that some 780 million
persons live in abject poverty.
The U.S. News and World Report (119184)
reported that, by 1800, the world population
was one billion, and that, by the year 2000,
it will have increased by 1.5 billion above its
present count and will, then, number 6 billion
souls, with the poorer nations accounting for
92% of the increase. World population increases by 250,000 daily; 1, 750,000 each week;
7.5 million each month; and 90 million annually!
What a challenge to those who believe that
the GREATEST NEED OF MAN IS CHRIST
JESUS OUR LORDI We need to RECRUIT,
TRAIN and SEND soul winners to EVERY
NATION, KINDRED, TRIBE AND TONGUE!
EVERY Christian needs to accept the role of
PERSONAL MISSIONARYto every soul he
or she can reach I Humanity is suffering in
THIS world, and hastening to an eternity of
darkness and despair, without Christi
Yarbrough Leigh
Shades Mt. Bulletin
Birmingham, AL
BULLETIN DIGEST
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Let us help you make gift giving easy this year with a selection of
one or more of these books or games. They will make great gifts
with a lasting benefit.
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KING JAMES VERSION/SIMPLE ENGLISH
parallel new testament, Hard cover

$12.95

SIMPLE ENGLISH NEW TESTAMENT, Hard cover,
Large print edition

$12.95

I •this
DICKSON ANALYTICAL BIBLE (we pay postage on
one)

$68.95
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FAMILYBIBLEGAMES:
BubblegumArk Game
Glory Game
• The Ungame

••

$11.95
$12.95
$12.95

Please add 10% postage (except for Dickson Bible)
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SimpleEnglishN.T. $12.95
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PEER RECOGNITION TOPS LIST
IN TEEN VALUES
A New York consulting firm, hired by the
National Board of Junior Achievement, found
that peer approval is increasing at an accelerated speed among teens. This was reported
recently by the Knight-Ridder News.
''The need for acceptance in a group is the
most powerful of forces which mold young
people's decisions," says Robert Johnston
Co., Inc., who prepared the report.
In 1960, parents had the most impact on
teenagers' values, but today frie\nds and peers
are number one.
In 1960, the ten greatest influences on teenagers were found to be: (1) Mother, father;
(2) Teachers; (3) Friends, peers; (4) Minister,
priest, rabbi; (5) Youth club leaders, scoutmasters, coaches, etc.; (6) Popular heroes,
sport idols, etc.; (7) Grandparents, uncles,
aunts; (8) TV, records, movies, radio, etc.;
(9) Magazines; (10) Advertising.
By 1980, this had changed to: (1) Friends,
peers; (2) Mother, father; (3) TV, radio,
records, movies; (4) Teachers; (5) Popular
heroes; (6) Minister, priest, rabbi; (7) Newspapers, magazines; (8) Advertising; (9) Youth
club leaders, scoutmasters, coaches, etc.;
(10) Grandparents, uncles, aunts, etc.
Parents, religious leaders, teachers, coaches-scoutmasters,
etc. and grandparents all
dropped in influence on young people. These
are the very people on which a strong home
and community life is built.
Jumping up in value were peers, TV,
records, music and radio, among the others
which displaced the above. Seeing the degeneration of TV, movies, and records tells us
something of the problem. Television and
records, which jumped up five places, have
no doubt done more to tear down the moral
fiber of our homes than any other two things.

The church needs to take this into account.
If you noticed, organized religion is not men-

tioned among the top ten. Ministers are mentioned and they slipped two places.
All this will have a tremendous influence on
the church in the next generation. A mission of
the church should be, it seems to me, to start
with the smallest child and put forth continually the importance of taking a stand for truth
and right. We must instill a new standard
of values, for none but the simple agree that
teenagers, TV, records, and movies should
be in first and third places. For the most
part, records, movies and TV are the worst
influences possible. With rare exception, there
is little of redeeming value in these. This is
all the more reason we should refuse to buy
products that support these programs. Neither
should we watch the TV programs.
Joe L. Connell
via Fairmont, WV
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[)aneing
The recent actions of some of our young
people have caused me to remember a boy that
I grew up with here at Eastside but who no
longer lives in this area. Please follow the
digressive steps he took while we were in
high school.
Both of us were active in the programs at
Eastside. We always were with the other kids
after services on Sunday nights. We went to
ball games and sat with the kids from church.
We somehow managed to get up and attend
a "~reacher _Boys" class every Tuesday
mornmg for qmte a while. (We got our picture
in the Christian Chronicle).
Both ?f us had been taught by our parents,
concernmg the dangers of the dance, but by my
sophomore year in high school, my friend had
begun to express an interest in attending the
"social" end of the dances, that is, where the
games and refreshments were, ''just to see
what they were like." A short time later he was
doing just that, all the time assuring myself
and others that he was not going to dance or
even go down to the gym where the actual
dancing was taking place. By the end of the
school year he had begun walking down to
the gym ''just to watch'' for a few minutes.
Not long after the beginning of my junior
year a mutual friend of ours, a good girl who
was a member of a denomination told me that
at the last dance he had asked her to teach him
how to dance.
Before that school year was over he was
openly going to the dancing end of the dances
and was attempting to hide from no one the
fact that he was dancing and enjoying it.
The kids at church lost all respect for him.
The last time I saw him was while I was a
sophomore at OCC. He was on leave from the
service and really felt the need to talk with me
because of the life he was now living. To put it
in his own words, "I've done everything
NOVEMBER 1984

imaginable." As we talked and he confessed
(but did not have the strength to repent) we
both (he very openly) back-tracked his downward steps all the way back to his decision to
attend the "social" end of the dances.
I cannot help but think of him as I am
hearing of some of our present teens who have
taken that same first step that my friend did,
and even some who have taken the second.
I plead with these teens and their parents
to consider the ultimate level of my friend's
life and to reconsider their own present
actions!
BULLETIN~
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God's

Gary Grady
via Sulphur, LA
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.. .It was written 3,000 years ago. •'The heavens declare the glory of God and the firmament shows his handiwork. '' As we get away
from the city and can see the stars at night,
two to three thousand of them on a clear night,
we are taken by the wisdom given David in
that statement.
Our "North Star," or Polaris seems close,
but scientists tell us that the light you see from
that star started out from that star 407 years
ago in 1553. It had been on its way eleven
years when Shakespeare was born. Further,
there are many stars we see in the sky that are
as much as 3,000 light years away. The light
we see from them tonight started out when
David wrote Psalm 19. These stars could
explode and we wouldn't know it for hundreds
or even thousands of years.
And yet God chooses to be instantaneously
close to us. What is man that Thou art mindful
of him? How great thou art!
Paul Thomas
Costa Mesa, CA
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I HAD TO SAY "NO"
A member of one of the denominational churches
in the city called me today and asked if we would be
interested In joining several denomlnatlcins In a
mass movement to evangelize our section of the
city. As he talked, I prayed silently that God would
give me the wisdom to know how to answer, the
kindness to treat him courteously, and yet the conviction to say things in such a way that I would not
compromise the truth as It Is in Christ. The passage
from II John 10 came to my mind, "If there como
any unto you and bring not this doctrine, receive
him not Into your house, neither bid him Godspeed." So I haltingly began to frame an answer
to his question. I said, "We would have great
difficulty in participating with you in spreading
the gospel message, because we would be spreading
different messages." When he asked what I meant,
I told him that we believed in immersing people In
water for the remission of their sins, whereas his
church did not believe in that. He said, "Couldn't
you just tell them about Christ without saying anything about these other matters?" I explained that
honesty would compel me to tell them, not only
about Jesus as the Son of God, but also about the
things that He taught. I said, "In fact, I would
feel the need for beginning with you, trying to
point out, as carefully and kindly as I know how,
your_j)wn need for being immersed into Christ." He
then said, "I can understand your thinking, and I
respect you for not participating. I have long admired the zeal of the church of Christ in Its evangelistic efforts."
BULLETIN
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Bible into the Latin Vulgate.
It was customary for the church of the first
century to say "Amen!" at the close of prayer.
The apostle Paul wrote, "When you are praising God in a foreign language only with your
spirit, How will the ordinary person know when
to say 'Amen'? (I Corinthians 14:16, Simple
English Bible.)
Saying "Amen" is giving an emphatic
declaration of approval or agreement with
what has been expressed in prayer, in a
sermon, in scripture, or in an oath.
God is designated as the God of Amen in
Isaiah 65:16. He is the God of firmness and
fidelity. Saying, "Amen," indicates willingness to submit to the decisions of God's law.
"Amen" gives emphasis to important
declaration of truth so that the statements
will be firmly fixed in our minds as the stamp
of truth (See John 3:3; 6:53 where "Amen" is
translated "verily").
Saying "Amen" is a way of praising God,
II Corinthians 1:20, "All of God's promises are
'Yes' in Christ. Through Christ, we give glory
to God by saying 'Amen!' '' (Simple English
Bible.)
When Jesus was crowned King of Kings
and Lord of Lords, the four living creatures
and 24 elders concluded with a resounding
"Amen!" (Revelation 5:1-14). The Hallelujah
chorus of the Bible, Revelation 19, is punctuated with '•Amen'' because of the great victory
won over the harlot.
Hearty ••Amens'' from the assembly would
encourage the preachers and teachers and
cause the hearers to listen more intently.

-THE

PEOPLE'S WORD

"Amen" is much more than a word at the
conclusion of a prayer, scripture, or song.
Jerome said that in his time, at the conclusion of prayers, the united voice of the people
sounded like the fall of water or the noise of
thunder when they uttered, "Amen!" Jerome
lived in the 4th century and translated the

Saying "Amen" in unison would help
restore the scriptural balance of joy and excitement God intended worship to have.
•'Praise be to the Lord, the God of Israel,
from everlasting to everlasting. Let all the
people say, 'Amen!' 'Praise the Lord!' "
(Psalm 106:48).
BULLETIN~
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Richard L. Jones
Altus, OK
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BEING DISLIKED
In some ways, those who dislike us are our
best friends. They teach us caution. They are
an exterior conscience to warn us against
indiscretions and imprudence. We do not
learn prudence from those who profess to love
us.

Dislike is always honest, for no one hopes to
gain our favors through dislike as someone
might by professing friendship. Dislike is
sobering; it makes us recognize that there may
be something about us which provokes dislike.
It may be a carelessness about our appearance,
a flaw in our personality, a thoughtlessness in
our attitude toward others. Whatever it is,
those who dislike us make us aware of it,
not our friends. And by making us aware of
our shortcomings, they may goad us into trying
to overcome them.

DRESS UP YOUR BULLETIN
from BULLETIN DIGEST.

And there is something consoling in knowing
that someone dislikes us. It shows that we are
important enough to attract attention of
someone who has no reason to be our friend.
There is always a challenge in being disliked-a challenge to make ourselves a better
person so that our enemy may one day wonder
if he is mistaken.
via Kingsport, TN

Truth is a severe and jealous
mistress. She suffers no deviating
to the right or to the left. She demands unconditional faithfulness.
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A friend of mine claims that he has made
only one mistake in his life-and that was one
time he mistakenly thought he HAD made a
mistake. Unfortunately, this is not true of
most ofus.
Personally, I make so many mistakes that
I stay in a constant state of embarrassment.
I call people by the wrong names. I carry on
unintelligent conversations with people I
think are other people. I forget people's
names-even elders' names (which is not real
smart!). When I try to kid, it either comes out
dumb or insulting. I keep my foot in my mouth
so much, I have developed a permanent case
of athlete's foot of the mouth. As a person who
would like to do everything right, I remain
the frustrated perfectionist.
But I'm not alone. One bulletin that came
recently, reporting the congregation's activities, said that "everyone enjoyed the sining"
(I think the letter left out was a g and not an

n). A couple of years ago, the Firm Foundation,
in speaking of the Golf Course Road church in
Midland, called it "God's Coarse Road."
And around the first of the year, a sign advertising a local barber shop seemed to have
lost a Y; it read, Happy New Ear.
Since most of us make a few (?) mistakes
occasionally (?), perhaps
the following
thoughts might be helpful:
(1) If you make mistakes, remember that
this just proves that you are human!
(2) If you make mistakes, try to laugh about
them. At least don't let the memory of them
drag you down (Philippians 3:13).
(3) If the mistakes you make offend man,
be big enough to apologize at once (Matthew
5:23,24). Nine times out of ten the air will be
cleared and you'll both feel better.
(4) If the mistakes offend God (Romans
3:23), repent and ask God's forgiveness (Acts
8:22). God has promised that He will forgive
(I John 1:9).
(5) If the mistakes have hurt the cause of
Christ, be brave enough to confess that wrong
publicly and ask for prayers of the church
(James 5:16). It will stop the matter from getting any bigger.
.
Mistakes can be stumbling blocks, or stepping stones; it just depends on how we handle
them.
David Roper
via Huntingdon, TN

